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ABSTRACT Efficient computational resource management in 5G Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN)
environments is a challenging problem because it has to account simultaneously for throughput, latency,
power efficiency, and optimization tradeoffs. The assumption of a fixed computational capacity at the
baseband unit (BBU) pools may result in underutilized or oversubscribed resources, thus affecting the overall
Quality of Service (QoS). As resources are virtualized at the BBU pools, they could be dynamically instan-
tiated according to the required computational capacity (RCC). In this paper, a new strategy for Dynamic
Resource Management with Adaptive Computational capacity (DRM-AC) using machine learning (ML)
techniques is proposed. ThreeML algorithms have been tested to select the best predicting approach: support
vector machine (SVM), time-delay neural network (TDNN), and long short-term memory (LSTM). DRM-
AC reduces the average of unused resources by 96 %, but there is still QoS degradation when RCC is higher
than the predicted computational capacity (PCC). To further improve, two new strategies are proposed and
tested in a realistic scenario: DRM-AC with pre-filtering (DRM-AC-PF) and DRM-AC with error shifting
(DRM-AC-ES), reducing the average of unsatisfied resources by 98 % and 99.9 % compared to the DRM-
AC, respectively.

INDEX TERMS Adaptive resource management, C-RAN, machine-learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
The rise of mobile data subscriptions and emerging technolo-
gies as the Internet of Things (IoT) and autonomous vehicles
are about to generate a massive growth in data traffic. Mobile
operators need new architectures providing higher capacity as
well as spectral and power efficiency while reducing capital
and operational expenditures (CAPEX, OPEX) and latency.

Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) has demonstrated
to be a promising solution: its centralized structure through
Baseband Unit (BBU) pools allows a better resource allo-
cation and coordination among BBUs. It has the potential
to support extremely dense mobile networks while reduc-
ing the number of required BBUs by 75 % compared to
traditional Radio Access Network (RAN) architecture [1].
Furthermore, mobile network techniques such as Coordinated
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Multipoint (CoMP) and beamforming could be improved
by the coordination among BBUs [2], [3]. For this reasons,
the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) includes the
C-RAN architecture in the standardization of the 5G RAN,
as well as different split options to reduce the enormous band-
width and latency requirements of the fronthaul [4]. Fig. 1
shows the protocol stack and the split options; moreover,
it highlights the functionalities of the physical layer (PHY).

A C-RAN architecture using split option eight is con-
sidered in this work, where the BBU pools concentrate
and virtualize the resources to dynamically handle multiple
RRHs, aggregating data traffic from different types of cells
to the backhaul link. As a consequence of the centralization,
the management of the computational resources at BBU
pools to satisfy the traffic demand of the RRHs becomes a
challenge.

Previous works on BBU pool resource allocation has
relied on the definition of optimization problems such as
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FIGURE 1. 3GPP Protocol stack split options.

mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) or multi-objective
optimization (MOO). These strategies allocate the resources
assuming that the instantiated computational capacity at BBU
pools is fixed and equal to the maximum BBU pool capacity.
Under this assumption, the computational resources could be
over-provisioned or under-provisioned, causing an inefficient
resource utilization or quality of service (QoS) degradation,
respectively.

This issue could be addressed, combining the flexibil-
ity of virtualization and the availability of machine learn-
ing techniques to predict computational demands. As the
resources are virtualized, they could be instantiated dynam-
ically according to an anticipated computational capacity
demand. For this reason, this work proposes the integration
of dynamic resource management (DRM) with a prediction
of the required computational capacity based on machine
learning (ML) techniques. It allows to define a dynamic
resource management with adaptive computational capacity
(DRM-AC), to avoid under-utilization of the computational
resources and to maintain QoS. The performance is evaluated
on a realistic C-RAN platform over the Vienna city, which
takes into account the non-uniformity of wireless network
environments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a literature review on resource management strate-
gies and ML for traffic forecasting in C-RAN, as well as
the contributions of the paper. Section III introduces the
basic theory of the proposed ML techniques. Section IV
describes the C-RAN platform, the procedure to model differ-
ent traffic services and the equations to estimate the required
computational capacity. Section V presents the proposed
dynamic resource management strategies with adaptive com-
putational capacity. Section VI shows the database analysis,

the ML models configuration and the simulation conditions.
On the other hand, section VII evaluates the results. Finally,
section VIII concludes summarizing themost relevant results.

II. RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS
In order to define dynamic resource management with adap-
tive capacity in C-RAN, it is necessary to integrate both,
a prediction of the computational resources at BBU pools,
and a strategy of resource allocation. This section divides
the analysis of the related works into two parts: a) resource
management strategies in C-RAN and b) machine learning
algorithms for traffic forecasting. It also includes the main
contributions of this work.

A. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN C-RAN
Several research works propose dynamic management of
BBU pool resources to face the fluctuating traffic of mobile
networks [3], [5]–[11]. However, resource allocation (RA)
in C-RAN faces many challenges that need attention, not
only due to DRM strategies being complex to design but
also because managing centralized resources means signif-
icant network changes. Network slicing, massive Multiple
InputMultiple Output (MIMO), dual connectivity and CoMP,
scheduling over a high variety of frequency bands and band-
widths, and different QoS requirements for multiple cat-
egories of services are some of the most critical factors
that contribute to the complexity of 5G systems in terms
of resource allocation. The cooperation among base stations
or CoMP is a technology used to provide improved perfor-
mance, especially at cell edges. C-RAN constitutes an enabler
to provide a centralized strategy for CoMP, which would
imply its highest performance as investigated in [3].

The work in [5] proposes a multi-objective optimization
strategy to maximize throughput while minimizing power
consumption. It uses the Pascoletti and Serafini method to
cluster RRHs from different locations and allocate them to
BBU pools. This strategy outperforms the traditional greedy
approach. Given the NP-completeness of the problem, [6]
poses it as a bin-packing approach and proposes a heuristic
algorithm. Similarly, [7] uses the well-known metaheuris-
tic Tabu Search, successfully used in other optimization
problems in cellular networks. These three techniques are
reviewed in [8] and studied comparatively, showing similar
performance. However, results are presented in a synthetic
scenario with 15 RRHs randomly distributed. The maximum
amount of RRHs that a BBU pool could handle is used as
BBU pool capacity.

In [9], an adaptive architecture with two operation modes
is introduced. Each mode is in charge of different user den-
sity situations, high and low. The authors propose a multi-
objective resource allocation algorithm, where data rate and
power consumption are optimized in the high-density mode,
while total cost and delay become the objective functions
in the low-density mode. In the high-density scenario, low-
cost RRHs without baseband processing capability are con-
sidered and the RA strategy is implemented by a centralized
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architecture. Simultaneously, a reduced number of RRHs
with baseband processing capability are deployed in the low-
density region, where a distributed RA strategy is proposed to
reduce latency and cost. The performance of those operation
modes was analyzed using a synthetic scenario with four
RRHs allocated in the center of square cells with 80 UEs.

A multi-objective optimization problem for RRH cluster-
ing that minimizes the network transmission delay and power
consumption is introduced in [10] by organizing RRHs in dis-
joint clusters to reduce the number of active BBUs.Weighted-
sum and ε–constraint methods are used to solve the problem.
The considered network topology is seven hexagonal cells
with a radius of 500 m. The paper in [11] addresses the
problem of maximizing the total throughput of the network
via joint user association and power allocation in C-RAN,
accounting for QoS requirements. The validation scenario is
one macro base station (MBS), 30 RRHs, and 80 UEs in a
square area of 500 × 500 m2.

The works mentioned above propose promising resource
management strategies. However, the computational capacity
available at BBU pools, as well as the integration of machine
learning to avoid under-provisioned and over-provisioned
networks, have not been considered.Moreover, for simplicity,
results are evaluated using synthetic scenarios, which do not
consider the real complexity of mobile networks.

B. ML FOR TRAFFIC FORECASTING
Machine and deep learning techniques have been widely used
in several research fields as well as in wireless communica-
tions to optimize traffic classification and traffic load man-
agement [12]–[14]. In [12], a multitask learning architecture
using deep learning is presented. Authors employ a dataset of
Telecom Italia to predict minimum, average, and maximum
traffic loads. Different deep learning models are tested, such
as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), 3D Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (3D-CNN), and a combination of RNN and CNN
(RNN-CNN). Results show that RNN-CNN is able to extract
geographical and temporal traffic features. This work aims to
analyze the accuracy of deep learning architectures in mobile
traffic forecasting.

Authors in [13] investigate the prediction accuracy using
artificial neural networks (NN), especially a multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP), and support vector machine (SVM). Results
show that SVM outperforms MLP prediction capabilities.
This research aims to apply data analysis techniques for
supporting network operators to maximize resource usage
during the planning stages.

Although the above-mentioned works lie on the analysis
of the performance of ML strategies in traffic forecasting
tasks, they do not apply this forecasting to optimize the
network resources. For this reason, how to use them in the
optimization of resource management algorithms in 5G and
C-RAN environments remains an open issue.

Mo et al. [14] propose a deep learning algorithm based
on long short-term memory (LSTM) cells that predicts net-
work resource requirements at the optical switch where each

BBU pool is connected (e.g., reconfigurable optical add-drop
multiplexers or ROADM). The authors consider a region of
New York City where 9 ROADM nodes cover a 400 km2,
and each ROADM routes 64 RRHs. Different from [12] and
[13], this work applies forecasting to optimize the network.
It predicts an increase in the demand 30 minutes in advance
to reallocate the additional traffic to another BBU pool.
However, the instantiated resources at BBU pools remain
underutilized in low demand situations. Moreover, QoS with
delay restrictions could be affected due to the reallocation to
a farther BBU pool.

C. CONTRIBUTIONS
Once the previous works have been discussed, this subsection
summarizes the contributions of this paper, being most of
them already introduced during the literature review. They are
summarized as follows:

1) Opposing the approaches followed by the reviewed
literature, we propose to proactively instantiate just
the required computational capacity at the BBU pools,
to improve the resource usage ratio. Namely, the work
focuses on the optimization of the computational
resources at BBU pools according to the required com-
putational demand. The combination of a previously
designed dynamic resource management with a strat-
egy to forecast the required computational capacity
allows reducing the amounts of underutilized resources
while keeping the required QoS. The proposal is called
dynamic resource management with adaptive capacity
(DRM-AC).

2) After a literature review on traffic prediction and testing
some of the most used techniques on a realistic sce-
nario, we propose and intensively compare SVM, time-
delay neural network (TDNN), and LSTM machine
learning strategies; concluding that LSTM is more suit-
able because its performance does not depend on the
number of previous time-steps used in the prediction.

3) The key performance indicator that describes the QoS
in this work is the percentage of satisfied resources
(the QoS is degraded if the instantiated computational
resources at a BBU pool are not enough to satisfy
the required computational capacity). As we propose
to instantiate the resources based on the prediction of
the required computational capacity, the errors during
the forecasting process might produce a QoS degra-
dation (under-provisioned case). We propose two new
schemes DRM-AC with pre-filtering (DRM-AC-PF)
and DRM-AC with error shifting (DRM-AC-ES) to
tackle this issue.

4) Different from most of the previously discussed works,
a realistic scenario of a C-RAN environment over
Vienna City is used to validate the results. The deploy-
ment of the C-RAN follows a non-uniform distribution.
UEs that generate voice over IP (VoIP), video stream-
ing, file transfer protocol (FTP), or web browsing
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services have beenmodeled. Using this scenario, we try
to represent the flexibility and non-uniformity of real
wireless communication environments to obtain reli-
able results.

III. BACKGROUND OF THE USED ML TECHNIQUES
After consulting the literature on traffic forecasting and
testing the most common techniques, the best results were
obtained using SVM, TDNN, and Deep Learning with
LSTM. For this reason, these ML techniques are considered
in the proposal. This section describes the basics theory of
each technique.

A. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
SVM theory was first proposed in [15]; since then, it has been
widely used in classification and regression tasks of different
scientific and engineering fields. The original idea focuses on
element classification. However, this strategy was extended
to address regression tasks in [16]. In this case, the goal is to
find a linear function f (x) = x · ω + b that fits the training
data. The optimization problem is formulated to minimize
the different (error) between the predicted value extracted
from f (x) and the real observation of the regression. The
mathematical process is detailed in [16]. Equation (1) shows
the fitting function

f (x) =
Nt∑
i=1

αixi · x+ b. (1)

where ai and b are real values obtained after the training
process where the optimization problem is solved, Nt is the
number of samples in the training dataset.

The previous analysis assumes that it is possible to predict
data based on a linear fitting function. However, in many
applications, linear approaches are not able to process the
data. In those cases, it is not suitable to find a linear function
that describes the data. A transformation (8) over the data
plane to solve this problem is applied; this method is called
kernel trick. After the transformation, it is possible to use a
linear approach in a higher-order space to fit data. The fitting
function after applying the kernel is shown in (2).

f (x) =
Nt∑
i=1

αiK (xi, x)+ b, (2)

where K (xi, x) = 8(xi)8(x) depicts the kernel function.

B. TIME-DELAY NEURAL NETWORK
Artificial neural networks (NN) have beenwidely used during
the last years to solve different machine-learning problems,
even regression and time series forecasting tasks. TDNN is
a combination of typical NN architecture and an input layer
that reshapes sequence time series data into parallel (shift
register), employing a set of delays (N ) to use the previous
time-steps as features of the NN. The learning process takes
place in the hidden layers of the neural network. Fig. 2 shows
the TDNN structure, as well as the basic block diagram of

FIGURE 2. General scheme of a time-delay neural network for time series
forecasting with N previous time instants.

a neural network entity (also called neuron). Equation (3)
shows the behavior of a single neuron. The inputs are mul-
tiplied by the weights (W ), and a bias (b) is added before
applying the activation function (fa) to compute the output
of the neuron. The knowledge is in the weights and bias of
each neuron in the hidden layers.

No = fa(W · X + b), (3)

whereX is the input vector, andNo is the output of the neuron.

C. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY
Traditional NNs have outstanding prediction performance
when based on the status of the input variables. However, they
are not able to remember sequential data. RNNs try to address
this issue using a feedback loop to create a hidden state where
the information of previous time-steps is stored. It means that
RNNs predict the next output based on the current input and
the hidden state. Fig 3a shows a basic structure of a recurrent
neural network unit. This scheme could be unrolled to create
deeper designs as the multilayer RNN in Fig. 3b, where the
hidden states of the first layer are inputs of the second layer.

Those architectures face the vanishing gradient problem
that was solved by [17], defining a different kind of RNN
called LSTM. The structure of an LSTM entity is shown
in Fig 3c. The critical aspect of this entity is the cell state
that has been denoted by ct . LSTM units could remove and
aggregate information to the cell state. Those processes are
regulated by gates, which are a combination of a neural
network and a pointwise multiplication. The output of the
neural network of each cell is often obtained using a sigmoid
activation function, which allows quantifying the portion of
the information that could pass through the gate with a coef-
ficient from zero to one. As the output is a pointwise product,
zero means no signal to the output, and one means the whole
signal remains in the output.
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FIGURE 3. General deep learning architecture with LSTM cells: (a) basic scheme of a RNN unit, (b) multilayer architecture and (c) diagram of a LSTM
entity.

First, the forget (f ) gate decides what information to
remove from the cell state. Consequently, the input (i) and
gate (g) gates decide what information aggregate to the cell
state. Finally, the output gate (o) decides what information go
to the output. The whole process of the LSTM is summarized
in (4)

ft = σ (Wf · [ht−1,Xt ]+ bf) (4a)

it = σ (Wi · [ht−1,Xt ]+ bi) (4b)

ot = σ (Wo · [ht−1,Xt ]+ bo) (4c)

gt = tanh (Wg · [ht−1,Xt ]+ bg) (4d)

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � gt (4e)

ht = ot � tanh ct , (4f)

where Wk and bk are the weights and the bias of the neural
network in gate k ∈ {f, i, o, g}, respectively. The activation
functions of the gates are σ or tanh that represent the sigmoid
and hyperbolic tangent functions, respectively; � operation
denotes the pointwise product.

IV. C-RAN PLATFORM DESCRIPTION
Most of the reviewed papers employ synthetic scenarios to
validate the results. However, this kind of scenarios does not
represent the complexity of the mobile networks. For this
reason, the results of this work are evaluated in a realistic
C-RAN environment over the Vienna city. Fig 4 shows the
location of the cells over the scenario. Blue and green points
depictMBSs, sectorized in three or two cells, and green points
also represent BBU pools coordinate. The location of BBU
pools matches with macro site coordinates where there are
more infrastructure and resources. Red points are small base
stations (SBSs) that are installed in street corners to boost
line-of-sight connections.

This scenario was first defined in [20], and it has been
widely used as a common platform to test the performance
of different radio resource optimization algorithms [21], [22].

FIGURE 4. C-RAN deployment over Vienna city downtown. Green points
represent BBU pools location while blue and red marks are MBSs and
SBSs (RRHs), respectively [18], [19].

The protocol stack and the processing capacity of each base
station on the scenario are split using option 8, defined by [4].
So, RRHs are only responsible for transmitting/receiving the
in-phase and quadrature components of the signal to/from the
BBU pool, being the remaining functionalities centralized at
the BBU pools.

Table 1 summarizes the scenario parameters. The used
propagation model is a 3D ray-tracing map-based model
[20], which is similar to the METIS model for urban macro
and micro cells [23]. The model automatically provides all
the correlations and spatial consistencies due to it employs
deterministic and physical principles accounting for scat-
tering mechanisms, such as specular reflections, diffrac-
tion, scattering by rough surfaces and objects, and blocking.
The model provides accurate and realistic spatial channel
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TABLE 1. Parameters of the scenario.

proper-ties, and it is suitable for evaluating massive MIMO
and advanced beamforming techniques, and also for realistic
path-loss modeling in case of the device to device (D2D) and
vehicles to vehicles (V2V) communications. RRHs to BBU
pool connections (fronthaul links) are established by mini-
mizing the delay, being the advantages and inconveniences
of this assumption discussed in [18].

After defining the scenario, realistic UEs, services, and
traffic load have been modeled, accounting for QoS con-
straints and service priorities. Each UE is connected to the
RRH that maximizes the Signal-to-Noise-plus-Interference-
Ratio (SINR), estimated through (5):

SINR = PRRH + GRRH + GUE − L − 10 log(N + I ), (5)

where PRRH is the power transmitted by the RRH,GRRH, and
GUE are the RRH and UE antenna gains respectively, L is the
path-loss from the RRH to the UE, and N and I are the UE
noise and interference power respectively.

Conversational, streaming, and interactive services have
been generated based on a packet level model used in [1],
[24], [25] and summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Service parameters.

The traffic mix parameter describes the percentage of
active sessions per service and RRH. The ws weight column
defines the service priority that is used by the scheduler and
the DRM to allocate the computational resources to each
RRH, trying to guarantee the QoS. Higher priority has been
assigned to VoIP and video flows due to their delay restric-
tions. Session duration follows an exponential distribution,

except for FTP services, where total duration depends on the
size of the packet to be transmitted and the UE throughput
[24]. The time interval between consecutive packets is fixed
on 20 ms and 100 ms for VoIP and video streaming services,
respectively, and follows an exponential distribution for non-
real time services. The random processes in the service gen-
eration produce enough traffic fluctuations to represent the
variability of the required computational capacity at BBU
pools in the proposed scenario. For this reason and the fact
that beamforming is not the focus of the proposal, the UEs
remain static during the simulation time to keep the system
model simplicity.

To calculate the required computational resources,
the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), as well as the
number of physical resource blocks (PRBs) needed to trans-
mit a packet should be known. The mapping between MCS
and SINR is summarized in Table 3 and has been obtained
using [26], which presents a link-abstraction model based
on mutual information at the modulation symbol level. The
number of PRBs required to transmit a packet is extracted
from [27].

TABLE 3. Mapping between SINR and MCS.

A. RESOURCE DEMAND ESTIMATION
The required computational capacity (RCC) is defined as
the minimum amount of computational operations necessary
to implement physical layer functions at the BBU pool,
such as channel coding, modulation, MIMO precoding, and
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) sym-
bol mapping. The RCC is calculated based on the strategy
proposed by [28] and modified by [24] to introduce parallel
processing. The strategy uses a Long-Term Evolution (LTE)
reference scenario, where the RCC and a set of scaling fac-
tors that describe how the RCC evolves to other scenarios
are tabulated. Those scaling factors depend on the network
parameters and the physical function to be implemented.
Equation (6) describes this method.

C =
∑
iεI

C ref
i

∏
xεX

(
xact
xref

)si,x
X = {Bw,Na,Q,M , ρ,Ns} , (6)

where C represents the RCC of the desired scenario, C ref
i

is the processing capacity needed to address the function
i in the reference scenario in Giga operations per second
(GOPS). Subscripts act and ref depict actual scenario and
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reference scenario respectively, si,x is the scaling factor of
the function i and parameter x ∈ X . The set X contains
the operating bandwidth (Bw), the number of antennas (Na),
the quantization resolution (Q), the modulation order (M ),
the code rate (ρ) and the number of streams (Ns ≤ Na).
Finally, set I contains the PHY functionalities that has shown
in Table 4 and Fig. 1.

TABLE 4. Scaling factors (si,x ) for function i and RCC of the reference
scenario (C ref

i ) (based on [24], [28]).

As the resources are centralized at BBU pool entities
and the functionalities are virtualized, it is possible to split
those functions into two groups: The functions that may be
implemented by user sessions, processed independently and
in parallel are called user-processing functions (UFs), such as
channel coding and modulation. The functions that are com-
mon to all users in the same carrier component/cell and could
not be split by user sessions, such as OFDM modulation,
are denoted as common-processing functions (CFs). Table 4
summarizes the reference computational-capacity, as well as
the scaling factors of the considered PHY functions. Function
indexes are the identifiers of the PHY functionalities, which
have been shown in Fig. 1. The total RCC of a BBU is
calculated by (7):

Cr,t =
NCF∑
i=1

CCF
r,i,t +

Nr,t∑
u=1

NUF∑
j=1

CUF
r,u,j,t , (7)

where Cr,t is the RCC to handle the RRH r at time t , CCF
r,i,t is

the capacity associated with the common functions i needed
to handle the RRH r at time t , and CUF

r,u,j,t is the capacity to
run the UF j of the active UE u through the RRH r . NCF and
NUF are the amount of CFs and UFs respectively, while Nr,t
is the number of active UEs in RRH r at time instant t .

V. OPTIMIZATION PROPOSALS
Fig. 5a shows the general scheme of the DRM, where Cr,t
depicts the required computational capacity to handle the
RRH r at time t (computed using (7)). Moreover, ACCr,t rep-
resents the allocated computational capacity to the RRH r at
time t . The DRM allocates the resources available at the BBU
pool tomanage eachRRHwith service priority as well as QoS
constraints. It assigns the resources solving the optimization
problem presented in [18], [19] and detailed in (8).

maximize
ACC

:

R∑
r=1

Pr,t · ACCr,t (8a)

FIGURE 5. Block diagrams of the dynamic resource management:
(a) Basic DRM, (b) DRM with adaptive capacity (DRM-AC), (c) DRM-AC
with prefiltering (DRM-AC-PF), and (d) DRM-AC with error shifting
(DRM-AC-ES).

subject to
R∑
r=1

ACCr,t ≤M ∀ t (8b)

ACCr,t ≤ Cr,t ∀ r, t (8c)

Pr,t =
wr,tCr,t∑R
j=1 wj,tCj,t

∀ r, t (8d)

where M represents the maximum capacity of the BBU
pool, R is the amount of RRHs connected to the BBU pool
under analysis and wr,t depicts the average weight of the
active service in RRH r at time t . Constraint (8b) ensures that
the total allocated computational capacity does not surpass
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the resources of the BBU pool. On the other side, constraint
(8c) guarantees that the DRM does not allocate more capac-
ity than the required computational capacity to each RRH.
Finally, constraint (8d) calculates the prioritization factor
(Pr,t ) that depends on the load and the types of services in
the RRH r at time t .

The problem (8)may be seen as aweight-sumMOO,where
the DRM prioritizes RRHs with higher load and running
priority services. However, the instantiated computational
capacity at BBU pool is fixed and equal to the maximum
capacity (M). It causes QoS degradation (under-provisioned)
or inefficient resource usage (over-provisioned). To tackle
this issue, we propose to instantiate resources dynamically,
using the schemes shown in Fig. 5b, 5c, and 5d.

Fig. 5b shows the block diagram of the dynamic resource
management with adaptive capacity (DRM-AC). A machine
learning entity is introduced. It contains a previously trained
ML model to predict the required computational resources
at the BBU pools, based on the current network load. The
training process takes place off-line, while the prediction is
carried out in real-time with low computational complexity.

An aggregation block computes the total required compu-
tational capacity at the BBU pool (denoted as RCC(t)), based
on the current demand of each RRH (Cr,t ), which depicts
the database of the ML block to predict the computational
capacity at the next time-step PCC(t + 1).
However, negative errors in the prediction produce QoS

degradation. Two approaches are proposed to address this
issue, as it is detailed afterward.

• DRM-ACwith pre-filtering (DRM-AC-PF): in this strat-
egy, the data is filtered before the training process using
a sliding window method and applying the maximum
operation. Fig 5c shows the general diagram of the
DRM-AC-PF.

• DRM-AC with error shifting (DRM-AC-ES): Differ-
ent from the DRM-AC-PF, this approach establishes a
margin amount of computational resources equal to the
maximum error in a previous time window, instead of
filtering the data. Fig 5d shows the block diagram of the
DRM-AC-ES.

As it has been mentioned above, the ML block contains
the previously trained machine-learning model to predict the
computational capacity. On the other hand, the delay block
is a memory that stores the input value for the next iteration.
The Max{} block depicts a non-linear filter, it computes the
maximum, sliding a window through the input data. The
output of the Max{} block is equal to the maximum of the
θ previous time-steps.
DRM-AC-PF employs the Max{} block to filter the RCC

and the ML block to predict the computational capacity
in terms of the envelope of the RCC. On the other hand,
the DRM-AC-ES predicts the computational resources based
on the RCC; it makes use of a delay block to save the
previous PCC for calculating the error. Finally, it applies a
Max{} filter to the error, which is aggregated to the PCC as a

FIGURE 6. Instantaneous evolution of the RCC at BBU pool 1. Database
of 60000 samples. First 80 % of the data is used as a training set and the
remaining 20 % as a testing set.

marginal amount of computational operations to the predicted
computational capacity.

VI. CONFIGURATION OF ML MODELS
AND DATA ANALYSIS
As it has been above-mentioned, ML based resource manage-
ment tools are required to optimize the use of the resources
at BBU pools. In this case, the system would be able to learn
from past situations to proactively predict the traffic demand.
This section describes the database, and it establishes the
simulation conditions of the supervised learning techniques
(SVM, TDNN, and LSTM) in the DRM-AC.

A. DATA CONFIGURATION
For simplicity, the analysis of the forecastingmodels has been
limited only to BBUpool 1, and oneminute of traffic database
is generated. Fig.6 shows the database, which is split in a
training set (first 80%) and a testing set (the remaining 20%);
the dotted line indicates the boundary between those sets.

B. MODELS CONFIGURATION
SVM and TDNN models predict the RCC based on a set of
previous time-steps. Hence, an analysis of how many previ-
ous time-steps are required to predict the RCC is necessary.
First approximation is carried out by the calculation of the
sample partial autocorrelation function (PACF), represented
in Fig. 7. PACF values are split according to their amplitudes
in high and low contribution with a threshold of 10 % of
the maximum value. The PACF decreases with the number
of previous time-steps, with the exception of some isolated
values (four samples after 250 ms). The cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) of the high contribution values (CDF 1)
is shown on Fig. 7, the 78 % of the values are located before
150ms. Furthermore, the CDF of the high contribution values
without concerning the isolated samples after 250 ms is also
shown (CDF 2), where the 97 % of the samples are before
150 ms. Based on this fact, previous 150 ms are considered
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FIGURE 7. Partial autocorrelation function of the database concerning
500 previous time-steps.

FIGURE 8. Gaussian SVM and TDNN performance in terms of the number
of previous steps.

as a significant time window to adjust this parameter in SVM
and TDNN.

After testing multiple configurations of SVM and TDNN,
the best results were obtained using SVM with a Gaussian
kernel and TDNN with two hidden layers of 10 neurons
and sigmoid as the activation function. Fig. 8 shows the
root-mean-square error (RMSE) of SVM and TDNN using
different amounts of previous time-steps until 150 ms. The
RMSE decreases when the number of previous time-steps
increases; however, after 100 ms and 130 ms in SVM and
TDNN respectively, the RMSE remains almost constant. This
behavior shows that the convergence of TDNN and SVM is
improved by increasing the number of previous time-steps
until those limits. For this reason, only θ = 100 ms and
N = 130 ms previous time-steps are considered in the sub-
sequent analysis. Nevertheless, the method based on PACF is
shown to be a perfectly valid rule-of-thumb, and there would
be no need to test each case.

Regarding the LSTM approach, its performance does not
depend on the number of previous time-steps because their
contribution is saved in the internal gates of the LSTM cell

TABLE 5. Tested deep learning LSTM architectures.

FIGURE 9. Performance (RMSE) on the testing data of the deep learning
LSTM architectures in Table 5.

(see section III). However, different network architectures
were tested and compared to find a suitable deep learning
scheme. Table 5 summarizes those architectures. Two hid-
den layers with different numbers of LSTM cells, where
the learning process takes place, are used. Following [29]
recommendation, dropout layers (with a dropping probability
of 0.2) are used after each hidden layer to prevent overfitting.
Finally, a regression output layer is aggregated to map the
output of the last hidden layer to a predicted value.

Fig. 9 shows the performance of the network structures
in Table 5, based on the RMSE achieved in the testing
dataset (last 20 % of the data). The RMSE decreases when
the number of LSTM cells increases, reaching its minimum
value for network structure number four. For this reason,
this structure is selected for the comparison with SVM and
TDNN strategies. It has less computational cost than higher
network structure labels. The RMSE under this architecture
is 12.6 GOPS, which represents 7.6 % of the mean value.

VII. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the DRM with fixed
capacity is presented as a benchmark, as well as the results
of DRM-AC, DRM-AC-PF, and DRM-AC-ES.

A. DRM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to analyze the performance of the DRM, the instan-
tiated capacity at each BBU pool is fixed at 300, 100, and
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FIGURE 10. Total required and allocated computational capacity for each
BBU pool.

FIGURE 11. Amounts of unused resources in BBU 1 and 3.

300 GOPS, respectively. The capacity distribution is inten-
tionally asymmetric to analyze the DRM with under and
over-provisioned situations. Fig. 10 shows the total required
capacity at each BBU pool RCC =

∑
i Ci,t and the total

allocated capacity ACC =
∑

iACCi,t . ACC at BBU pools
1 and 3 equals the total required computational capacity. The
maximum capacity given to BBU pool 2 is not enough to
handle the traffic demand resulting in a QoS degradation
because the RCC is greater than the ACC most of the time.

However, althoughBBUpools 1 and 3 had enough capacity
to handle the demand Fig. 11 shows that resources were
underutilized. Consequently, there is a trade-off between the
QoS degradation when the computational capacity is under-
provisioned and the inefficient use of the resources when
the network is over-provisioned. Hence, the next subsec-
tions present how the proposed DRM-AC, DRM-AC-PF, and
DRM-AC-ES address this trade-off in the BBU pool 1.

B. DRM-AC RESULTS EVALUATION
Fig. 12 summarizes the convergence of the DRM-AC using
each ML approach, which are analyzed in terms of the error

distribution and to what extent the prediction is close to the
perfect prediction. Fig. 12a, 12b and 12c show the predicted
computational capacity in terms of the real computational
demand of each strategy. Most of the predicted values are
close to the perfect prediction line, being the degree of dis-
persion an indicator of the quality of the prediction strategy
and the convergence of the algorithms. The maximum error
of SVM and TDNN approaches are around 35 GOPS, and
the RMSE is close to 7.5 GOPS, which represents a deviation
of 4.5 % of the mean value of the overall dataset. The Pear-
son correlation coefficients (slope of the regression line) are
0.92 and 0.91 for SVM and TDNN, respectively. On the other
hand, the LSTM strategy presents a RMSE = 12.6 GOPS
that depicts the 7.6 % of the mean value and the Pearson
coefficient is r = 0.7, which is more deviated from the perfect
prediction line.

Fig. 12d shows the error distribution of each approach.
Regardless of the used strategy, the error distribution is almost
a Gaussian curve with zero mean. As the ML algorithms pre-
dict the required computational capacity at the BBU pool, it is
important to analyze the effect of these errors. Positive errors
(right side of perfect prediction line on Fig. 12d) represent
the amount of underutilized resources, while negative errors
are the amount of unsatisfied resources. The main objective
is to minimize the underutilized resources while maintaining
the QoS. Improving the prediction capacity of the machine
learning strategies is not enough to address this challenge
because the negative errors always reduce the QoS. Table 6
summarizes the behaviour of the three proposed strategies.

TABLE 6. Summary of the proposed ML techniques.

SVM and TDNN improve the performance of LSTM
in 3 %. However, as it is possible to see in Fig. 8, the behavior
of SVM and TDNN strongly depend on the number of pre-
vious time-steps used in the prediction. As mobile networks
experience large fluctuations and they are not stationary pro-
cesses, results obtained under the assumption of variable
parameters as the number of previous time-steps might be
more robust. The design based on LSTM cells is an example;
it obtains similar performance to Gaussian SVM and TDNN
without requiring a fixed number of previous time-steps. The
useful information of the previous time-steps is stored in the
forget gates of the LSTM entities in the hidden layers.

C. DRM-AC-PF AND DRM-AC-ES PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
As it was afore-mentioned, the LSTM approach could be
more robust to face high fluctuation environments. For this
reason and without losing generality, the performance of
DRM-AC-PF andDRM-AC-ES, reducing negative errors, are
evaluated based on the LSTM approach.
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FIGURE 12. Performance of the DRM-AC for each ML technique. (a), (b), and (c) show the predicted computational capacity in terms of the real
computational demand of SVM, TDNN and LSTM respectively. Black lines denote perfect prediction lines, red line depicts the regression line and
r is the Pearson correlation coefficient. (d) represents the histogram of the error distribution.

Fig. 13 shows the performance of the solution applying
DRM-AC-PF. The Max{} block extracts the envelope of the
RCC acting as a low pass filter eliminating the fastest varia-
tions; the solid blue line represents the filtered computational
capacity. The fixed capacity (300 GOPS) is also represented
to remark the advantage of predicting the required computa-
tional capacity.

As it has been mentioned above, negative errors cause QoS
degradation. Fig. 14 exhibits the distribution of the errors of
the proposed schemes using the same LSTM architecture.
Although positive errors in DRM-AC-ES have increased,
negative errors are almost eliminated. In the case of the DRM-
AC-PF, the results are similar; negative errors appear only in
isolated cases at the cost of increasing the positive error with
respect to the original LSTM approach (LSTM DRM-AC on
Fig. 14).

Two key performance indicators have been defined to
facilitate a numerical comparison of the strategies: the mean
of unused resources (MUR+) and the mean of unsatisfied

resources (MUR−), calculated by (9) and (10), respectively.

MUR+ =
1
K

K∑
j=1

e+j (9)

MUR− =
1
K

K∑
j=1

e−j , (10)

beingK the number of time-steps in the whole database (K =
60000 ms), e+j and e−j depict the absolute values of each kind
of error at instant j in GOPS. Those errors are complementary
because only one of them could be different from zero.

Table 7 shows the advantage of using each strategy in terms
of MUR+ andMUR− key performance indicators. The DRM
without adaptive capacity has an average of 138.56 GOPS/ms
of unused resources. Under the considered traffic conditions
and with a fixed capacity (300 GOPS) in BBU pool 1,
the resources are enough to handle the instantaneous RCC
(MUR− = 0). However, as the maximum capacity is fixed,
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FIGURE 13. Evolution of the computational capacity at BBU pool
1 showing the fixed maximum computational capacity, the RCC during the
testing dataset, the filtered RCC and the predicted computational capacity
after applying DRM-AC-PF strategy.

FIGURE 14. Error distribution: DRM-AC, DRM-AC-PF and DRM-AC-ES.

TABLE 7. Performance summary in terms of the MUR+ and MUR−.

if the RCC surpasses the maximum capacity at BBU pool 1,
UEs would be in degradation; consequently, the MUR−
would increase, and the QoS would be degraded. DRM-AC
reduces the MUR+ considerably (5.5 GOPS/ms), but the
error in the prediction causes that the instantiated resources
are not large enough to satisfy the demand (50 % of the time
approximately). DRM-AC-PF and DRM-AC-ES strategies
reduce considerably the MUR− at the cost of increasing the
average of unused resources but maintain the UEs QoS.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this research work is to integrate ML
techniques to dynamic resource management in C-RAN to

optimize the utilization of computational resources. Three
ML strategies have been implemented and exhaustively com-
pared: SVM, TDNN, and LSTM in terms of their ability
to predict the instantaneous computational capacity at the
BBU pools. DRM-AC reduces the underutilized resources
by 96 % when compared with the DRM with fixed compu-
tational resources. However, it degrades the QoS when the
predicted computational resources are not enough to satisfy
the demand. This situation appears approximately 50% of the
time due to the error follows a gaussian distribution with zero
mean. This issue is solved by proposing two novel strategies.
First, a DRM-AC with prefiltering is proposed, where high-
frequency variations in input data are removed. DRM-AC-PF
extracts the envelope of the RCC, it improves the learning
process, and it almost eliminates the QoS degradation. Sec-
ond, DRM-AC-ES monitors the maximum error computed
in past observation times. This allows estimating a marginal
amount of resources to be added to the predicted compu-
tational capacity. As a consequence, DRM and DRM-AC
are outperformed. DRM-AC-PF and DRM-AC-ES reduce the
unsatisfied resources by 98 % and 99.9 % compared to the
DRM-AC, respectively. Morever, they reduce the amount of
underutilized resources by 75 % and 70 % compared to the
DRM, respectively.
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